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Abstract. The rapid development of the real estate market in China has resulted in many powerful real estate enterprises, whereas become increasingly saturated. It is urgent to open up the international market while opportunities and challenges coexist in the globalization process of real estate enterprises. Furthermore Chinese real estate enterprises lack experience in international investment, and it is of great practical significance to formulate a reasonable overseas investment strategy. This paper introduces the current situation of foreign investment in Chinese real estate enterprises, and applies SWOT analysis to carry out research on the overseas investment strategy of real estate enterprises in China, which will inspire and help many of the real estate enterprises in China to growth continuous and healthy.

Introduction

In the past decade or so, Chinese real estate market has grown rapidly with the particularity compared with other countries. First, it is extremely sensitive to domestic real estate registration policies and highly depends on banks. The price of real estate fell by 7% in 2014 for the real estate registration policy, and the prices in some cities even have dropped by 50% since 2018 due to the strict domestic real estate control policies [8]. Secondly, the consumption cycle is long and the land use right of residential real estate reaches 70 years. Finally, the public's psychological needs are more obvious. The Chinese people have the concept of home ownership since ancient times and the domestic demand is relatively large.

With the gradual saturation of the domestic real estate market, an increasing number of large real estate companies turn to overseas investment to seek new profit points. The total overseas real estate investment of China increased from 33 million US dollars to 600 billion US dollars from 2009 to 2015 under the Chinese foreign investment market report published by Cushman & Wakefield.

In terms of the distribution of overseas investment areas, the real estate enterprises of China mainly invest in developed countries and its surrounding countries and regions [2]. The proportion of investment in the United States was 21.4%, followed by the United Kingdom 9.8%, Malaysia 7.6%, South Korea 7.6%, Nigeria 6.6%, Germany 5.6% and North Korea 5.3% in 2015 [1]. The Chinese enterprises invest in overseas office buildings, land development, hotels and retail real estate, in which the buildings and land development are the main components. The investment amount of office buildings, land development, hotels and retail real estate accounted for 40%, 33%, 14% and 10% of the total foreign investment respectively in 2015 [1]. The oversea investment enterprises include state-owned real estate enterprises, large-scale listed real estate development enterprises and insurance companies in China. In 2015 the amount of overseas investment by state-owned real estate companies in China accounted for 58% of the total amount. Greenland Group as the main state-owned enterprise invested the real estate in South Korea, the United States, Australia and other countries, with a total of 3.6 billion US dollars from 2012 to 2013, and the overseas investment of listed real estate companies and insurance companies accounted for 20% and 18% of the total investment respectively [1].
SWOT Analysis of Chinese Real Estate Enterprises to Overseas Investment

The SWOT model comprehensively studies the internal and external conditions for enterprises involving the overseas investment, including the advantages and disadvantages of enterprises, as well as the opportunities and threats that may be faced. Therefore it helps make development strategy of the enterprise, give full play to the advantages of the real estate enterprise and avoid disadvantages.

1. Advantages of Chinese real estate enterprises to overseas investment

Domestic real estate enterprises have abundant funds and rich experiences in development and management. The rapid development of domestic real estate market in the past decade has prompted the growth of a large number of large-scale and capable real estate companies. According to the China Real Estate Index System (CREIS) survey data, there were 7 companies with a total sales volume of over 100 billion in 2014, in which the total sales of both China Greenland and Vanke exceeded 200 billion yuan.

The rich experience of other industries can be used as a reference. In some mature industries of China such as household appliances, energy development and utilization, non-ferrous minerals and other mature industries, the companies have carried out overseas investment business very early. They have laid a full-scale empirical foundation for overseas investment in the real estate industry including capital operation, M&A and legal systems, and accumulated more valuable experience for the smooth development of overseas investment by domestic real estate enterprises.

More and more domestic in-house operators turn their attention to foreign countries. Chinese real estate enterprises are familiar with the preferences of domestic overseas home buyers, which can provide an indispensable sales channel for their overseas real estate investment.

The appreciation of the RMB for more than a decade has increased the international purchasing power helping Chinese real estate companies purchase higher-value overseas real estate with less capital and promoting the overseas investment.

2. Disadvantages of Chinese real estate enterprises to overseas investment

There are indelible cultural differences between the investment and host countries. The design of real estate products should follow the needs of the customer groups, but the foreign customer groups with different cultural backgrounds have great conflicts in the real estate product characteristics.

Overseas real estate investment is concentrated excessively in developed countries such as the United States, the United Kingdom and Germany. Although these regions have mature market systems and open trade markets, the markets of developed countries are already saturated with high threshold for investment. Moreover, excessive concentration could limit the internationalization of domestic companies.

There is a serious shortage of international talents. Although domestic real estate enterprises have cultivated many talents to adapt to the domestic market, they lack talents for the international market. It is urgent to cultivate compound international talents.

The Chinese companies lack international recognition. Chinese large real estate enterprises have high domestic reputation, but cannot compete with local companies for overseas consumers. The non-international brands have hindered the oversea investment of domestic real estate enterprises.

3. Opportunities for Chinese real estate enterprises to investment overseas

“One Belt, One Road” initiative of China has enhanced the confidence of Chinese real estate enterprises in foreign investment, and promulgated a number of policies and regulations to provide a strong guarantee for domestic enterprises to successfully carry out overseas investment [3,4].

The stable host country market provides an important opportunity for Chinese real estate investment and obtains a return on investment [5]. For example, affected by the 2008 financial crisis, the Australia market has grown steadily for nearly two decades and attracted many Chinese real estate companies.

The better real estate policy in the host country is also important. Compared with the current
domestic real estate market under strict regulation, foreign markets are more relaxed. Many foreign
governments have different preferential policies for home buyers such as Australia and the United
Kingdom, their property rights are permanent and the land belongs to individuals. This attracts
domestic customers to make immigration decisions.

Host countries affected by the financial crisis encourage foreign investment capital to inject
vitality into the local economy such as Europe under sovereign debt crisis, bringing opportunities
for Chinese enterprises to overseas investment. Jeju Island government implemented a policy that
foreign buyers who invested $500,000 in the local area could obtain permanent residency in 2010,
and attracted Greenland Group to develop a tourism health city project in Jeju Island in 2011.

There are cultural similarities between China and neighboring countries, such as collectivism,
large power distance, masculinity and low degree of uncertainty avoidance, therefore the
surrounding countries such as Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, etc. have become the preferred
destination for overseas investment in China.

4. The threats for Chinese real estate enterprises to investment overseas

The fluctuation of RMB exchange rate could lead to the loss of the oversea real estate of the
Chinese company.

Local real estate companies are the biggest competitors. It is easier for local real estate companies
to master their own economy, culture, and laws to meet customer needs, and to obtain support from
local governments and related equipment, which has become a dilemma for Chinese companies to
enter foreign markets.

International investment restrictions of host government have a great influence. In order to
protect domestic real estate enterprises and prevent excessive housing prices, some countries have
introduced various policies to limit foreign capital investment in domestic real estate. For example,
New Zealand banned overseas buyers from buying domestic property in 2018, and Australians ban
overseas buyers to buy second-hand houses [5].

Conclusions

Chinese real estate enterprises could adopt the following development strategies to prompt their
overseas investment according to SWOT analysis above.

Growth strategy: give full play to the advantages and seize the opportunity of opportunity. The
Chinese real estate enterprises should make full use of the policy support under the “Belt and Road
Initiative” to explore and meet the consumer demand of domestic overseas home buyers, learn from
the successful experience of overseas investment in other industries and domestic estate investment,
and invest in host countries which have quality real estate development policies, good economic
development potential or high cultural similarity.

Reversed strategy: reverse the disadvantages and take advantage of opportunities. Cultivate and
introduce international talents, especially local employees who are familiar with the market
environment of the host country, and thus receive support from the host government [7]; cooperate
with professional real estate agencies in the host country and pay attention to the different needs of
real estate in different countries.

Diversified business strategies: give play to strengths and eliminate threats. Use stable currency
or financial instrument transactions, or eliminate foreign exchange risk through long-term foreign
exchange transactions, bank factoring and other financial instruments; enhance brand image and
cooperate with professional real estate intermediary in host countries; implement market
diversification strategy, learn advanced management experience and technology from advanced
countries, give full play our own financial advantages and rationally adjust market strategies to
balance the risks of domestic real estate development.
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